
Using and advocating for cleaner
transportation makes being

environmentally friendly more
accessible 

Cities have many
options for public
transportation
Public transportation allows many
people to travel in the same
vehicle, drastically reducing the
emissions per person. Public
transportation is relatively
convenient and affordable and is a
great eco friendly option for those
who live in cities.

Car sharing is better for
the environment and
your wallet

Car sharing allows you to
use a car when you need
one without owning your
own individual vehicle. Car
sharing decreases the
amount of cars on the
road and makes you
choose other transport
options when you don't
need to take a car
(Intelligence Squared,
2013). The cost of the car
and its maintenance is not
your responsibility alone
so it is more affordable.

Consider
walking or
biking short
distances
Walking and biking are
100% eco friendly modes
of transportation and are
good for your health!

Traveling solo in a
car is bad for the
environment
Cars release a lot of
greenhouse gas. Limiting
the distance you travel in
a personal vehicle will
drastically reduce your
carbon footprint

Transportation accounts for 28%
of global emissions (United States
Environmental Protection Agency,
2020). It is important to keep our
world in mind when choosing our
modes of transportation
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If you can't quite yet
ditch the car there's
hope for you yet!
There are ways to make your car more
fuel efficient and eco friendly. Make sure
your car is in good shape so that it can
run efficiently. Reducing weight and drag
by removing extra items and keeping the
car aerodynamic will also increase
efficiency (Shell, 2020). Limit the use of
energy demanding features like air
conditioning.

Air travel is a big source of pollution
Exploring new horizons is hard to give up. Why save a world you
can't explore? but there are ways to fly more eco friendly.
Offsetting your flights is a way to donate towards initiatives that
take as much CO2 out of the atmosphere as you put in
(Ontheluce, 2021). This isn't a perfect solution so it is important to
advocate for cleaner air travel options


